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There is a significant need to develop antibacterial materials that could be applied locally and directly to the
places surrounded by large amount of bacteria, in order to address the problems of bacterial
antibiotic-resistance or irreversible biofilm formation. Hydrogels are thought to be suitable candidates due
to their versatile applications in biomedical field. Among them, small molecular hydrogels have been paid
lots of attention because they are easy to design and fabricate and often sensitive to external stimuli.
Meanwhile, the antibacterial activity of metal ions are attracting more and more attention because resistance
to them are not yet found within bacteria. We therefore designed the zinc ion binding peptide of
Nap-GFFYGGGHGRGD, who can self-assemble into hydrogels after binds Zn21 and inhibit the growth of
bacteria due to the excellent antibacterial activity of Zn21. Upon the addition of zinc ions, solutions
containing Nap-GFFYGGGHGRGD transformed into supramolecular hydrogels composed of network of
long nano-fibers. Bacterial tests revealed an antibacterial effect of the zinc triggered hydrogels on E. coli. The
studied small molecular hydrogel shows great potential in locally addressing bacterial infections.

M
odern medical technology requires sterility as the first and most important principle, yet bacterial
infections still cause millions of deaths every year all over the world1–3. The combat between human
and bacteria escalated mainly due to antibiotic-resistance of bacteria4–6. Such resistance has developed

on a very large scale over time, greatly reducing the effectiveness of drugs, and is an ever growing problem. Except
planktonic bacteria gain resistance to common antibiotics, the reason why infections are difficult to cure also lay
in the formation of irreversible biofilm7–9, who can act as a kind of defensive barrier to immune system and
antibiotics thus resulting in tolerance of bacteria embedded within biofilms to very high concentrations of
multiple antibiotic agents. Therefor conventional way of drug using exhibits very poor effect on chronic bacterial
infections which often associated with biofilm formation such as Candida albicans (candiasis)10, Staphylococcus
aureus (chronic rhinosinusitis)11 and enteropathogenic Escherichia coli (recurrent urethritis)12,13. Drug-resistant
bacterial infections result in numerous negative effects upon society such as treatments with higher doses of
drugs, longer hospital stays and increased mortality, leading to a stronger desire of new anti-bacterial technologies
and materials for medical utility.

To address these problems, new generation of antibiotic agents against drug resistant bacteria have been
developed (e.g. antibacterial agents derived from classical common used antibiotics14, new generation of peptide
antibiotics15 and intracellular hydrogelation of small molecules for bacterial growth inhibition16). Surprisingly,
metal ions have also found applications in lots of advanced antibacterial systems17. Metal ions of silver (Ag)18, gold
(Au)19, zinc (Zn)20,21, copper (Cu)22, titanium (Ti)23, magnesium (Mg)24, along with their oxides, could kill or
inhibit growth of microbes through multiple mechanisms, thereby making development of resistance unlikely.

Meanwhile, alternative way of treatment which can be applied locally and immediately in the surrounding of
bacteria to release the antibacterial cargo they are carrying is being developed too15,25, in order to address the
problem of biofilm-induced bacterial infections. Among all other biomaterials, hydrogels have been extensively
explored in biomedical applications such as controlled drug release and delivery26, bio-sensing and imaging27 and
tissue engineering28,29 since they can easily adapt to different environments both in vitro and in vivo. Many
experimental and clinical studies have shown that hydrogels containing antibacterial agents are very good
antimicrobial materials. For example, hydrogels releasing the molecular of NO are very good anti-microbial
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wound dressings30,31, hydrogels containing zinc chloride21,32, silver
nitrate18 or other metal ion nanoparticles33 can serve as antimicrobial
surface grafts or medical materials, hydrogel microspheres release syn.
melittin in a controlled manner to inhibit bacterial growth34, et al.

As a kind of newly developed hydrogels, supramolecular hydrogels
have attracted broad research interest in recent years due to their
inherent properties such as easily controllable of mechanical prop-
erty, diversity of components35 and excellent biocompatibility36,37.
Supramolecular hydrogels were formed by the self-assembly of small
molecules, usually upon the trigger of external stimuli including
pH38–40, temperature39 or ionic strength changes39,41, enzymatic cata-
lysis42–45, light irradiation46–49, redox-stimuli50–52, et al. Recently, sev-
eral research groups have made progress on metal ion stimulated
self-assembly hydrogels. Stupp and co-workers have reported a
calcium-triggered peptide hydrogel system for biomimetic hydro-
xyapatite mineralization in three dimensions53. Schneider and co-
workers have developed several peptides that can form b-hairpin
structure and hydrogels upon the addition of zinc ion and other
heavy metal ions54,55. Xu and co-workers have reported peptide
hydrogel systems responsive to calcium ions, potassium ion and
nickel ion56–58. We have developed a barium-triggered peptide
hydrogel system to help remove heavy metal from water59. In this
work, combining the concepts of heavy-metal stimulated self-assem-
bling and antibacterial hydrogels, we designed a zinc ion triggered
small molecular hydrogel, who can inhibit the growth of bacteria due
to the excellent antibacterial activity of Zn21.

Results
Design and Synthesis of the Self-assembled Small Molecule. We
firstly designed the chemical structure of self-assembled small
molecules Nap-GFFYGGGHGRGD (1) based on commonly used
self-assembly peptides in our previous work (the chemical structure
of Nap-GFFYGGGHGRGD was shown in Fig. 1). The design of
molecular structure was following these principles: (i) Nap-GFFY
was used as the motif of self-assembling because it could not only
easily self-assemble into hydrogels by itself but also help short
peptides containing it to form hydrogels. Its strong self-assembling
ability was mainly due to the p-p stacking effect between aromatic
rings and hydrophobic interaction between molecules. (ii) The
already known divalent metal ion binding peptide sequence GGH

was added as the metal binding site (possible binding model was
shown in Fig. 1)60. (iii) The sequence of RGD was included for the
hope of more hydrophilicity and better biocompatibility. We
hypothesized that when peptide 1 binds Zn21 ions, some of its side
chain becomes neutral (as shown in Fig. 1), the hydrophilic peptide
becomes more hydrophobic and gain better self-assembly ability,
thus hydrogel formation is enabled. The synthesis of Nap-
GFFYGGGHGRGD was easy and straightforward, using already
mature solid phase peptide synthesis technology (SPPS, see details
in Supplementary Methods).

Metal-triggered Formation of Hydrogels. After pure peptide was
obtained by reverse phase high performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC), we tested its ability to self-assemble into hydrogels.
Although the peptide has the sequence of Nap-GFFY, which was
very easy to form hydrogels, the whole structure couldn’t able to
form homogeneous or stable hydrogel by itself at room
temperature (Fig. 2A), neither in PBS nor in water. However, the
solution containing high concentration of compound (1.0 wt% in pH
7.4 PBS) became rather viscous and a little bit cloudy, suggesting that
the peptide might form some kind of micro-structures in it. We then
added different equiv. of ZnCl2 into PBS solutions containing 1.0
wt% of 1 to see whether Zn21 could enable the transition from
solution to gel and how the amount of zinc ions would affect this
process. After the addition of 1.0 equiv. of Zn21 to abovementioned
solutions, we observed a rapid hydrogel formation (within 5 minutes,
Fig. 2D). Gradually reduce the Zn ions added to the solution,
solutions on the addition of 0.2 to 0.9 equiv. of Zn21 also formed
self-supporting hydrogels at room temperature (some optical images
of the hydrogels was shown in Fig. 2B and C), though the
hydrogelation process was delayed (about 2 hours after addition of
0.2 equiv. of ZnCl2). And the minimum equiv. of Zn21 to induce
solution at such condition to form hydrogel was 0.2. These
phenomenon clearly demonstrated that compound 1 possessed
stronger ability of forming hydrogels after binding with Zn21 than
the peptide it alone. Another thing worth mention was that if we
keep the peptide to Zinc ion ratio fixed at 151, the minimum
concentration of peptide to form hydrogel was 0.3 wt% (details of
the minimum hydrogelation concentration can be found as
Supplementary Table S1 online).

Figure 1 | Chemical structure of Zn21 binding peptide and schematic diagram of it binding with Zn21 and self-assembling into hydrogel. Blue ribbon

and green ribbon stand for peptide before and after binding with Zn21, respectively.
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Meanwhile, we eliminate GGH sequence from compound 1 and gain
an peptide of Nap-GFFYGRGD. 1.0 equiv. of Zinc ions were added to
solution containing 1.0 wt% of Nap-GFFYGRGD and it was still solu-
tion (see Supplementary Fig. S5 A and B online), demonstrating the
importance of GGH sequence for zinc ion triggered hydrogelation. We
also tested other divalent metal ions including Ca21, Mg21, Ba21, Mn21

and Sr21, and found that the addition of 1 equiv. of Ca21 and Mg21

could also lead to hydrogelation, while other metal ions could not lead
to gelation (see Supplementary Fig. S5 C-G online).

In order to further clarify the interaction between compound 1
and zinc ions, we tested the zeta potential of the nanostructures in
solution containing compound 1 and hydrogels triggered by differ-
ent amount of zinc ions. Results indicated that the nanostructures
gradually changed from negative charged to positive charged with
the increasing amount of Zn21 (Fig. S7).

Mechanical Properties. As illustrated in Fig. 1, one equiv. of peptides
could bind the same mole of zinc ions and then transformed
into hydrogelator 2 and self-assembled into hydrogel. Thus, we
hypothesized that hydrogels induced by less amount of Zn21 should
have less hydrogelators and leading to poorer mechanical property
than the one induced by more Zn21. Therefore we used a rheometer to
study the mechanical properties of solution containing 1.0 wt% of
compound 1 and hydrogels formed by treating it with different
equiv. of Zn21. As shown in Fig. 2E, before the addition of zinc
ions, the solution of peptide possessed the lowest storage modulus
(G’) value of around 8.2 Pa. By increasing the amount of zinc ions
in the solution to 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 1.0 equiv., the according
G’ value gradually increased to about 23.5, 33.2, 40.3, 156.3, 253.6
and 525.5 Pa, respectively. These results have proved that more
Zn21 would lead to stronger hydrogels. Since the differences in
mechanical property were macroscopically reflections of micro-
structural diversity in the hydrogels, we next used transmission
electron microscope (TEM) to reveal the morphology of the
solution and hydrogels.

Micro-structure of the Solution and Hydrogels. TEM images of
solution and hydrogels containing 1.0 wt% of 1 were shown in
Fig. 3. Most of the structures formed by compound 1 in PBS
solution were random aggregations of very short fibrous like
structures (shown in Fig. 3A, indicated by black arrows) in the size
of about 351 nm 3 234 nm. We have also noticed that a few longer
fibers were formed and cross-linked with each other (shown in
Fig. 1A, indicated by white arrow), however these fibers still not
long enough to form cross-linked network all over the hydrogel,
which is a key factor to form self-supporting hydrogels. In
hydrogels formed by addition of 0.3, 0.7 and 1.0 equiv. of Zn21, it
was clear in the TEM images (Fig. 3B,C and D) that much longer
fibers (with lengths longer than 5.2 mm) have formed and entangled
with each other all over the hydrogel. An obvious phenomenon was
that by adding more Zn21 to the solution, the diameter of the fibers
became larger. For the hydrogel containing 0.3 equiv. of zinc ions, the
diameter of fibers was 48.5 6 7.6 nm, and it increased to 67.8 6

4.6 nm and 96.3 6 7.5 nm for the gel containing 0.7 and 1.0 equiv. of
zinc ions. These results agreed with the observations of hydrogel
formation and indicated that addition of zinc ions could lead to
fibril network formation, enhancement of G’ value, and the
formation of hydrogels.

Bacterial Inhibition Activity tests. Having shown that zinc ions
could trigger the hydrogelation of compound 1, the antibacterial
activity of these hydrogels were tested on E. coli. We first cultured
the bacteria within and on the surface of the hydrogels
(concentration of compound 1 was 1.0 wt%). We monitored their
growth within hydrogels containing different amount of zinc ions as
changes in absorbance at 600 nm after 6 hours (Fig. 4). Compared
to the original absorbance value, the one of the control group
(bacteria in LB medium without addition of Zn21) have grown to
about 10 times after 6 hours’ culturing. For hydrogels triggered by
0.1 to 0.5 equiv. of zinc ions, being inversely proportional to the
amount of zinc ions, the absorbance growth of bacteria ranged
from 7 times to about 1.5 times of the original one. For hydrogels
triggered by more than 0.5 equiv. of zinc ions, the growth of bacteria
were almost 100% inhibited because the absorbance remained the
same. Bacteria did not form any colony visible to the naked eye on
surface of zinc ion triggered hydrogel (see Supplementary Fig. S9
online) but had grown into several colonies on surface of agarose
and supramolecular hydrogels bearing no GGH sequence (Nap-
FFGRGD). These results clearly demonstrated that the zinc
triggered hydrogels can inhibit the growth of E. coli both within
and on the surface of the hydrogel, and its antibacterial activity
strongly depends on the amount of zinc ions it contains.

To better understand the effect of the zinc triggered hydrogel,
bacteria were incubated within ZnCl2 containing LB medium and
mixture of zinc ions and above mentioned supramolecular hydrogels
(Nap-FFGRGD). According to Fig. 4, the final absorbance of Zn21

containing medium is higher than hydrogel triggered by same
amount of zinc ions. Similarly, more bacterial growth was inhibited
by zinc ion binding hydrogels than mixture of same amount of zinc
ions and hydrogels formed by Nap-FFGRGD (see Supplementary
Fig. S10 online). Both results seems to indicate that zinc triggered
hydrogel is more effective than expected compared with the same
concentration of non-encapsulated Zn21.

Finally, we tested the antibacterial ability of compound 1 itself to
see if it has any possible toxicity on E. coli. Results (see
Supplementary Fig. S11 online) shows that E. coli in solutions con-
taining different amount of 1 have grown as much as in the LB
medium, thus demonstrating that the peptide itself has no innate
bactericidal activity.

The antibacterial ability of zinc ion triggered hydrogel comes from
zinc ions it contains, and the bind zinc ions should release from the
hydrogel to accomplish the inhibiting task. Hence the zinc ion release

Figure 2 | Optical images of solutions and hydrogels and the rheology test
results. A)Solution containing 1.0 wt% of compound and hydrogels

formed after adding B)0.3, C)0.7 and D)1.0 equiv. of Zn21. E) Oscillatory

rheological dynamic frequency sweeps of 1 wt% peptide in pH 7.4 buffer

at 25uC with addition of different equiv. of Zn21 : 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 0.5, 0.7

and 1.0, respectively. G’ is the storage modulus in units of Pa.
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profile was measured by ICP-AES, and results (see Supplementary
Fig. S12 online) indicated that zinc continuously release into the
supernatant during following 6 hours and no boost release was seen.

After releasing for 6 hours, about 60% zinc ions gain freedom from
the bind relationship.

Cytotoxicity study. To ensure usability of the hydrogels in
biomedical applications like wound healing, the cytotoxicity of the
zinc triggered hydrogel was studied on Helga cells. Results (Fig. 5A)
shows that compound 1 has almost no toxicity on cells when the
concentration was equal to or less than 1.0 wt% since more than 90%
cell were alive after culturing with PBS buffer solution containing 0.1
to 1.0 wt% of compound 1 for 24 hours. However, when bind with
zinc ions, the hydrogel become a little toxicity when concentration of
zinc ion rise to higher than 0.5 equiv. and only about 70% of cells are
alive (Fig. 5B).

Discussion
The fact that several divalent metal ions could not trigger hydrogela-
tion of compound 1 along with the zeta potential results suggested
that the gelation was due to the relatively specific interactions
between compound 1 and metal ions. However, the charge inter-
action between negative peptide and positive metal ions might also
play a role in hydrogelation.

According to the rheology results (Supplementary Fig. S2),
though the value of G’ was very low for the solution of Nap-
GFFYGGGHGRGD, it was still larger than the G’’ value, which made
the solution different from normal small molecular solution (G’’ $

G’). As we have discussed above, mechanical property of certain
object was often affected by the structure of its components. From
TEM image Fig. 3A we can see that the small molecules have formed

Figure 3 | TEM images of (A) solution of Nap-GFFYGGGHGRGD (1.0 wt% in PBS), hydrogels of Nap-GFFYGGGHGRGD (1.0 wt% in PBS) with
addition of (B) 0.3, (C) 0.7 and (D) 1.0 equiv. of Zn21.

Figure 4 | Growth inhibition of E. coli by zinc ion binding hydrogels
(1.0 wt% in LB buffer, pH 7.4) and zinc ion solutions (LB buffer, pH 7.4).
The data is presented as the absorbance at 600 nm following 6 hours of

growth divided by the absorbance at 600 nm just after the mixing of

bacteria with hydrogels. Each bar represents standard error of the mean of

three technical replicates.
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some kind of short fibers and might make the solution sticky enough
to behave like some kind of weak gel in rheology. Another interesting
thing is that 0.2 equiv. of Zn21 could trigger the sol-gel transition of
solutions at concentration of 1.0 wt%, but couldn’t enable the hydro-
gelation of solutions containing the same amount of peptide (at
concentration of 0.2 wt%), indicating that the already assembled
short fibers in dense solutions of compound 1 might also participated
into the hydrogelating process and help with the formation of hydro-
gels. TEM images and the rheology results have shown that more zinc
ions would result in stronger fibers, thus leading to hydrogels with
higher mechanical strength due to larger force bearing capacity of the
fibers. Meanwhile, we noticed that the density of the fibers decreased
a little while the diameter of fibers were increasing. So we came to a
hypothesis that the stronger fibers were made by thinner fibers wind-
ing with each other, which could explain the reduction of fibril den-
sity while the amount of zinc binding hydrogelators was growing.

The results that zinc ion binding hydrogel have better antibacterial
activity than non-encapsulated zinc ions was unexpected to us. One
possible explanation of this effect is that the encapsulation of Zn21 and
subsequent release may lead to a high local concentration of Zn21 near
the bacteria. And another hypothesis is that the fibers in zinc triggered
hydrogel become positive charged so that they can attract bacteria
(which often bearing negative charge in LB medium) near them thus
reduce the distance between bacteria and zinc ions. Even so, the reason
for the enhanced antibacterial activity remains unresolved.

In hydrogels triggered by smaller amount of zinc ions (less than 0.7
equiv.), the inhibition ability against E. coli was clearly in concentra-
tion-dependent manner. When hydrogels containing more than 0.7
equiv. of zinc ions, the bacterial growth has been completely inhib-
ited. During the preparation of hydrogels, we have noticed that at
neutral pH, much more zinc ions could be included in the hydrogel
than in the PBS solutions. Zinc ions would precipitate in PBS solu-
tion while same amount of it could trigger the formation of hydrogels
and stay homogeneously in the hydrogel. Furthermore, by increasing
the concentration of compound 1, more Zn21 could be immobilized
in the gel, hence increasing the local concentration of zinc ions
around bacterial and achieve better inhibition activity. However,
the increase of Zn21 could also lead to more cytotoxicity on cells.
Both aspects should be concerned when deciding the concentration
of Zn21 in the hydrogel for practical application.

In summary, our data have demonstrated that zinc ion could
bind with the peptide of Nap-GFFYGGGHGRGD, and then trig-
ger the self-assembling of this small molecule into hydrogels. The
amount of Zn21 added to the system would lead to diameter

changes of nano-fibers in microscopic scale, resulting in differ-
ences on mechanical property of the hydrogel. The bacterial test
have shown that the growth of E. coli cultured within our hydrogel
is inhibited in 6 hours, confirming the antibacterial activity of our
zinc ion triggered small molecular hydrogel. It is a very versatile
system because i) other bioactive peptide (e.g. antibacterial pep-
tides) can be coded into the peptide sequence; ii) other antibac-
terial agents can be loaded in the hydrogel together with the zinc
ions, including many bioactive molecules for the good biocompat-
ibility of peptide-based hydrogels; iii) both PBS, LB and DMEM
medium (Supplementary Fig. S6) could be gelated. Further in vivo
experiments about this hydrogel is on going for the final purpose
of successfully clinical application.

Methods
Synthesis and Purification of Nap-GFFYGGGHGRGD (1). Nap-
GFFYGGGHGRGD was synthesized according to solid-phase peptide synthesis
(SPPS) methods as described in the supplementary method. The crude product was
directly separated by HPLC with MeOH-water as the eluents and the target product
was collected. As shown in Supplementary Fig. S2A, there is only one narrow single
peak on the LC-MS spectrum indicating the target product was very pure.
Characterization of the peptide including 1H NMR spectrum (Supplementary Fig.
S4), ESI-MS calculated m/z: 1393.58 [(M 1H)21, expected: 1395.85] (Supplementary
Fig. S2B) and HR-MS calculated m/z: 1393.5840 [(M 1H)1, expected: 1394.5875]
(Supplementary Fig. S3) have proved that pure Nap-GFFYGGGHGRGD was
obtained.

Preparation of Hydrogels. In order to test the ability of hydrogelation of Nap-
GFFYGGGHGRGD, the peptide was first dissolved in a small amount of solvents
(PBS, LB or DMEM Medium), then sodium carbonate solution were added to adjust
the pH to about 7.4 to form a stock solution. Afterward, the stock solution was diluted
into desire concentration in a small tube, with addition of acidic solution containing
different equiv. of ZnCl2. The final solution were adjusted to neutral pH with sodium
carbonate and the small tube was then placed up-side-down to test whether the
hydrogel was formed. Optical images of hydrogels was taken by digital camera
(Supplementary Fig. S6) and minimum hydrogelation concentration of the peptide
and zinc ions data was in Table S1.

Rheology Test. Dynamic frequency and strain sweep rheology experiments were
performed on a TA instruments rheometer (AR 2000ex) system using a 40 mm
stainless steel parallel-plate at the gap of 500 mm. Hydrogels were firstly prepared
according to above mentioned procedure. The hydrogel sample was added to the
rheometer pre-equilibrated at 20uC for about 1 hour. Dynamic frequency sweep
experiments (0.1 to 100 rad s21) were run at the same temperature and strain were
maintained at 0.1%. A dynamic strain sweep (0.1 to 10% strain) was performed
afterward in which the temperature and frequency were maintained at 20uC and 2 rad
s21, respectively. Measurements were performed in triplicate. Rheology results of each
sample were shown in Supplementary Fig. S8.

Transmission Electron Microscopy. A small drop of diluted gels was placed on a
copper TEM grid (20–30 nm film deposit of pure carbon). 30 seconds later, the water

Figure 5 | Cell viability assay for Hela cells. A) Relative cell viability with respect to control group (untreated cells) is plotted against increasing peptide

concentrations. B) Cell viability against different amount of zinc ion in the triggered hydrogels (Concentration of peptide is 1.0 wt%).
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on the edge of the grid was dried by a filter paper. Then a drop of staining solution (1.0
wt% aqueous uranyl acetate) was immediately added to the grid. After setting for 10
seconds, the stain was blotted off carefully with filter paper. Images were taken in
bright-field mode with a Tecnai G2 F20 system, operating at 200 kV accelerating
voltage.

Bacterial Inhibition Test. Nap-GFFYGGGHGRGD was dissolved in LB medium
and the pH was adjusted to 7.4 to obtain a stock solution in the concentration of 2.0
wt%. 50 ml of stock solution was added to different on a sterile 96 well plates, then
45 ml of solution containing different amount of ZnCl2 were added to the holes to
form a series of hydrogels. 5 mL bacterial solution with OD600 value of 0.6 was added
immediately to each hole and mixed with the hydrogel gently, achieved 100 ml
mixture of bacteria and hydrogel at final concentration of 1.0 wt%. 5 mL bacterial
solution with OD600 value of 0.6 was added to holes containing LB medium only were
set to be control group. The plates were incubated at 37uC for 6 hours, and the
absorbance at wavelength of 600 nm was measured. Each measurement was
performed in triplicate. Similar procedure was used to evaluate the antibacterial
ability of LB medium and the hydrogel of Nap-FFGRGD. For the antibacterial test on
surface of hydrogel, 800 mL of hydrogels was formed in the hole of 24 well plates. In
order to gain steady hydrogels, we keep the plates standing at room for 24 hour, then
1 mL of LB medium were added to each holes and removed after 5 mins. Bacterial
solution with OD600 value of 0.6 were diluted by ten thousand times and smeared onto
the surface of each gel evenly, then the 24 plates was placed upside down in the 37uC
incubator for 24 hours to see if the bacteria grew into colonies.

Cytotoxicity Study. The cytotoxicity of the compounds were evaluated by Cell
Counting Kit (CCK-8) assay. Hela cells were seeded into 96-well plates at a density of
10,000 cells per-well and incubated for 24 h. The powder resulting from freeze-dried
hydrogels or peptides were dissolved in DMEM (Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium)
solutions, and 200 mL above solutions were added into the cells. After incubation for
another 24 hour, 10 mL of CCK-8 solution was added to each well. Four hours later,
the plates were directly taken to measure the optical density of solutions at 450 nm
using a microplate reader (Labsystem, Multiskan, Ascent, Finland). The Hela cell
without any treatments were used as the control and its cell viability were set to 100%.
Each experiment was repeated 3 times.
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